I’M Safe…At Work
Active Shooter Prevention and Response
I’m Safe…At Work is a cutting edge software system that integrates employees, customers and residents of any type
of facility into emergency response operations during an emergency. While not limited to Active Shooter situations
this system was designed specifically to detect active shooter threats earlier and make responses faster.
Leveraging smartphone technology our system integrates a simple smartphone application with a
Dashboard, used by response managers to quickly identify that a threat exists and immediately localize the
threat in a complex facility. Some of the capabilities of the system include:
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A fully portable system: The use of QR Code technology allows a smartphone operator to
register with a response organization by simply scanning a posted QR Code. When someone
changes buildings, changes offices, or uses public transit they can register with the correct
response organization by scanning a QR code on a bus, on a wall or on a computer screen.
Request Help: A panic button-like capability of the smartphone app sends a help request to a 911 call
center, an operations center or to response individuals. This is completely customizable by the system
operator and requires no data entry by a smartphone owner.
Suspicous Activty: The Request help function also facilitates the reporting of suspicious or unusual
activity.
Alerts: Alerts can be sent from the dashboard that notifies smartphone users, or a subset of users such as the
residents of one building, that a threat or emergency exists.
Situation Updates: Response managers can send situation updates to smartphone users that can include
evacuation instructions, lockdown status, etc. using push messaging technology.
Wide Area Information for Responders: in the first thirty seconds of an emergency
such as an active shooter lockdown or medical emergency the Dashboard will display
the security status of buildings displayed on a wide area map (city, town, campus,
base, etc.).
Tactical Information for Responders: When the dashboard operator drills into the
status of a building showing a security risk they will be able to view floor plans with
detailed status reporting…enable SWAT and trauma medics to get to the specific
location of an incident quickly no matter how complex or large a facility is.
Evacuations and Natural Disasters: The system’s off-site function provides the ability
for personnel outside of a building to report their status using smartphone location
technology. This will aid in accounting for personnel after an emergency and getting
aid to individuals regardless of location.

It is an unfortunate fact that in most locations once a lock-down has been declared very
little (if any) information on the status inside the school is shared with responders risking a slower, less focused
response. I’m Safe at Work changes this with the push of a button… anyone can now immediately notify responders
of the status in any location!
This system requires no hardware purchases, the smartphone users simply download an app from Google Play or
iTunes and the system operator licenses an internet based software package to manage the system. It is
fast…updates every thirty seconds, easy to use…smartphone app, and provides real time situational awareness for
responders. I’m Safe at Work utilizes a patent pending system developed by I’m Safe Apps, LLC that is currently used
in schools for active shooter and other emergencies. Contact us for a demo today!
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